ISSMGE TIME CAPSULE 2022

INVITATION TO ISSMGE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES

The ISSMGE provides direct promotional benefits for Corporate Associates through:

- Recognition of the Corporate Associates in the opening ceremony speeches by the ISSMGE President at ISSMGE-sponsored conferences
- Dedicated page of the ISSMGE Bulletin for your company’s advertisement and recruitment
- Prominent placement of the company logo and website on the home page of the ISSMGE web site
- Dedicated space on the ISSMGE website for Corporate Associates.

The ISSMGE Board Level committee, Corporate Associates Presidential Group (CAPG), is pleased to provide a further promotional benefit by inviting all Corporate Associates to contribute to the forthcoming launch of the ISSMGE Time Capsule 2022 at the 20th ICSMGE, to be held between 1-5 May 2022. Details of the Time Capsule project can be found on the ISSMGE website.

This is an opportunity to showcase your organisation’s work and impact in geotechnical engineering. Each Corporate Associate is entitled to one “free” entry of a specific accomplishment. Additional entries are welcome, but will need to be reviewed by the CAPG for inclusion in the Time Capsule.

Your contributions can be on

- Major developments
- Area(s) of contribution
- Outcomes and applications
- Key individuals involved
- Exemplar projects
- New avenues to explore
- Other

You should define your own scope of activities, and focus on the most compelling aspect. There is no right or wrong level of input to the Time Capsule Project (TCP). There is no word limit, nor restrictions on size and format on submission. Contributions need to be online, and able to be accessed by the TCP Design Team for presentation on a web based platform.

It is an essential condition of Corporate Associates submission that ALL appropriate levels of permission of the Corporate Associate organisation (and as necessary of others) are obtained prior to submission of material to the TCP Design Team, and the ISSMGE is granted by the Corporate Associate all rights and privileges to use the submitted material in any fashion in the ISSMGE Time Capsule 2022 platform without restriction.
Submissions will be accepted and incorporated as practical in the Time Capsule Project till 31 March 2022.

The TCP Design Team is here to provide support to each Corporate Associate, and can be contacted via the Time Capsule tab on the ISSMGE website.

Yours Sincerely,

Dr Peter Day, Chair CAPG
Sukumar Pathmanandavel, Co-chair CAPG & Lead, TCP Design Team